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t THE DRAG OF AIRPLANE RADIATORS WITH:,
1’ SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AIR HEATING
(COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT)*
By B. G~thert
SUMMART
1. The radiator core.-. The ideal radiator core is
——______________
the all-round heated single pipe cooled by a nonvertical
air stream. From this optimum the ordinary radiator cores
depart , principally for the following reasons:
a) Adverse cooling conditions due to the higher veloc-
ities in the radiator core, caused %y the cross-
sectional contraction as a result of the water
ducts, cooling fins, etc.;
3) Separation losses on passing throuqh the core at
entry and exit as well as on the water tu%es;
c) Temperature drop at the cooling fins which, for
equal pressure loss, results in less heat re-
moval.
By far the greater proportion of the additional losses,
compared to those of the single pipe, is due to the sec-
tional contraction which, however, can be counteracted in
radiator installations hy changing to greater radiator
front areas with corresponding cooling-air throttling.
2. The unheated radiator in a duct - Flog throug~
—————__— _____ ______ _______ ___ ______
radiator.- The flow through unheated, duct.ed radiators in
unseparated air flow can he computed from the pressure
equation for undisturbed flow at the radiator exit.
,
_____ —____ __ _______ ___
*’fDer Luftwiderstand von Flugzeu#k{hlern mit %esonderer
Ber{cksichtigung der Lufterwarmung (Vergleich von
Theorie und Messung). Luftfahrtforschung, ‘vol. 15, no.
9, September 10, 1938, pp. 427-444.
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Since the discrepancy between the pressure at radiator ex-
it and that of undisturbed flow is, in generals unpre-
dictable on luilt-in radiators, the flow through built-in
radiators should, preferably, %e ascertained bY a test~
Resistance of freely exposed radiator: In unseparated
flow this can be computed sufficiently exact as the sum of
the inside cooling resistance (i.e., of the drag of radi-
ator core and of the pressure on diffuser and nozzle wall)
and the frictional drag on the inside and outside surfaces
of the ducts. Properly designed, the diffuser and nozzle
losses are negligibly small.
Favorable diffuser desirn:
——-.———_—————-—.--.—————_———2— In order to keep the fric-
tional forces on the outside surfaces at a minimum, the
diffuser mounted ahead of the radiator should, preferably,
le no longer than consistent with the safe prevention of
%reak-away of flow on the outside of the diffuser.
If the ratio of the diffuser orifice is smaller than
the ratio of the nozzle orifice, very high additional sep-
aration losses usually occur within the diffuser. This
means that at low flying speed, as in climbing, for in-
stance , a case may occur where the radiator has to he ad-
justed at the outlet as well as at the inlet valve, in
order to avoid flow-restricting separations within the
diffuser.
3. The hot radiator in a duct.- The effect of heat-
ing on the drag and flow of the radiator is elaborated in
formulas and diagrams, and checked on a number of measure-
ments on freely exposed radiators.
If a ducted radiator is heated and the air flow is
maintained even at all degrees of heating %y correspondir~g
valve adjustments, the radiator resistance changes in the
following manner:
3y small pressure-drop coefficient of the cold radi-
ator core and small axial-flow coefficient, the ra-
diator resistance first decreases in increasing
measure as the hea”ting increases. But , beginning
at a certain temperature, the drop in radiator re-
sistance diminishes until at still greater heat the
resistance o’f the heated radiator exceeds that of
the cold radiator.
‘With great pressure-drop coefficient of the cold radi-
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~ ‘,
ator core and great axial-flow coefficient, the
~
heating alma,y=s..induces a rise in radiator re-
‘/. .,,.,.,
si’stance. .,.- . .,,-,.,. ,.,-.
,1’
,1!. 4. The heated~ built-in radiator - Additional drag...—.—— —--—
j of built-in radiators.- At small axial-flow coefficients,-—.——— _______ ______
i.e., in the high-speed flight,range, the built-in radi-
~
‘) ator discloses high additional resistances which, in gen-$
eral , amount to a multiple of the inside cooling drag and
of the frictional drag on the radiator ducts.I These added
resistances are attributable to break-away of flow on the
outside of the ducts and $0 the radiator wake, which alters
the resistance of the body aft of the fuselage as regards
frictional velocity, of the boundary.layer, and of the
pressure-field formation.
Since the radiator wake may disclose positive as well
as negative pressure in relation to the free flow - de-
pending upon the degree of radiator heating - the apprais-
al of these added resistances is contingent upon measure-
ments with heated radiators.
Bell~ radiators and freely ex~osed radiators: Should
———— ————_ ___ __________ ___ _____ ____________
the cited additional resistances be avoided when install-
ing a radiator, the entire radiator resistance would be
pI?aCtiCall.y eliminated and, in special cases, even a lift
produced.
The freely exposed radiator admittedly has very high
friction losses,on the large outside surfaces,but, on the
whole , they are less than half as high as the additional
resistances on modern radiator systems.
Reductionof radiator resistance: .The need at pres-
—--—____________________ _________
ent of propitious radiator installation, with regard to
low drag at: high speed, is of paramount importance. Com-
pared with it, the effect of radiator core efficiency and
internal cooling drag” are secondary.
NOTATION
1>
Q, heat :-emoval in unit time.
~k = Cwk ~ v12 FK, drag within the radiator core.
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‘W= P- ~02FK = .oo~ing drag = internal drag of radi--%v 2
ator + pressures on the diffuser and nozzle wall
(no separation, no air friction on diff’user and
nozzle walls, any radiator core).
Iv Pmin = - vo2 FK =Cwmin 2 cooiing drag -i-frictional forces.
‘K ‘
f,
P. ,
T,
‘o ‘
‘1 ‘
on diffuser and nozzle w,alls for aerodynamically
smooth surfaces (no break-away of flow, any radi-
ator core).
frontal area of radiator.
free cross-sectional ratio of radiator corp.
pressure of undisturbed free flow.
density of undisturbed free flow.
a3solute temperature of free flow.
velocity of undisturbed free flow.
velocity directly %efore the built-in radiator core.
‘n =;:3ac coefficient of flow through radi{ator co’re.
/
~Lq? --”
“‘a,=~~ ideal perme213ility (i.e. , percentage of
open area) of core.
(air temperature at exit )-(air temperature at iillet)
Tt~ = ---~-----------"------"""--------T--"---------------;;-;;~;t )=
(radiator wall temperature)-(air temperature
= thermodynamic quality of the radiator core.
T,
+,
notation for diffuser orifice ratio, i.e. , entrance
section = x percen’t of frontal area of radiator.
notation for nozzle orifice ratio, i.e. , outlet sec-
tion = x percent of frontal area of radiator.
Indices
heated radiator.
referred to free cross-sectional area of radiator
core.
—.
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w,
o,
1,
2,
3,
referred to radiator wall,
, ,. . , ..,.-.. . ..
far upstream from the radiator” core.
directly in front of the radiator core.
directly behind the radiator core.
at exit from the radiator.
INTRODUCTION
Since the radiator in an aerodynamically clean air-
plane shares an appreciable portion of the total drag of
the airplane, and since this increases in significance as
the engine horsepower and flying height are pushed up, it
is of vital importance to know the limit to which the drag
of radiators can be lowered. The knowledge of this mini-
mum drag and the most prominent causes of the supplemen-
tary drag in actual radiators may afford some valuable in-
formation aS to whether and iO what points further stud-
ies in radiator-drag reduction might be profitably pursued.
To solve this problem, the most prominent reports -
theoretical and experimental - on radiator research were
surveyed, and supplemented and expanded where necessary.
Survey of Past Radiator Research
On experimental reports concerning the aerodynamic
and thermodynamic properties of radiator cores and radi-
I ator installations, a great number of investigations are
~
available, of which the measurements on systematically
} ducted, freely exposed radiators of the Aachen Aerodynamic
I Institute (reference 4), and some measurements on differ-
I e~tly ducted belly radiators in the big wind tunnel of the
i DVL are outstanding. In order to find from among this
[ abundance of individual measurements the radiator most fa-
! voralle for a certain flight condition in a certain tyPe
E) of airplane, various efficiency factors had been estab-
lished - of which, for instance, one utilized the ratio of
expendable radiator towing po~~er to cooling horsepower for
the appraisal of the radiator efficiency. The drawback of
these experimentally obtained efficiency factors was that,
while they afforded the partial resistances occurring on
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the radiator in their entirety, they gave no clear separa-
tion of the different effects and hence no direct knowl-
edge of the most important drag sources.
To o%tain generally applicable rules for proper radi-
ator installation, and at the same time some insight into
the most important sources of loss, it was then attempted
to divide the radiator drag mathematically into its com-
ponents. Thus Weinig (DVL) computed the ideal drag for the
unheated radiator, with the energy loss in the radiator
core proper as sole source of loss, as premisee Kramer
[DVL) supplemented this inte~nal ideal drag with the fric-
tion drag on the inside and outside surfaces of the radi-
ator ducts and an estimated diffuser loss, according to
Fliegner; and arrived in this manner at conclusions about
the quality of freely exposed and ‘ouilt-in radiators, as
well as the correct throttling of the coolina air for high-
speed aiz”cr(aft. Schlupp ‘s (DVL) and Barth’s (Friedrichs-
hafen) investigations (reference 5] aimed at inclusion of
the other sources of loss, especially the additive drag
due to separation of flow. Based upon measurements, they
adduce methods according to which the estimation of the
additional vortex loss is recommended for special types
of installation.
Heating of the radiator frequently causes a drOP in
internal cooling drag as proved by Meredith (reference 6),
with surprisingly simplified mathematical assumptions (for
instance, the total heat removal by pressure at exit from
the radiator core). This reduction in internal cooling
drag may, in particular cases, even lead to an internal
propulsion by flow through the radiator. Weise (reference
‘?) employed the fundamental relationship between heat trans-”
fer and wall friction to follow the physical change of the
air on passage through the radiator in a pressure-velocit,y
diagram, and so arrived at an exact solution of the effect
of radiator heating. But since his numerical data avail-
able relate only to one specific case, supplementary cal-
culations with regard to the heating effect on any other
ducted radiators are necessary.
Aim of the Present Study
Complementary to the past studies, the present report
is intended as a systematic comparison of theoretical and
experimental radiator drag, with the object of ascertaining
the most important loss sources and their interaction in
...
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different cases of installation, and to separate the ra.di-
“~to”r systems ‘whl’ch- are-amenable- to calculation, both -as..re-
gards axial flow and drag. T!he sources of loss due to the
diffuser are to he looked into closely as in many cases
they can be of pre-eminent magnitude and their customary
appraisal , according to Fliegneris formula, does not meet
actual conditions. Besides, generally applicable equa-
tions and charts are developed for the rapid determina-
tion of the heating effect of radiators as regards flow
and drag, and then checked by routine tests on hot radia-
tors.
The equations which, on comparison of theory and test,
proved in accord with actual conditions, are used for com-
puting the minimum radiator drag for certain stipulated
conditions of cooling, on the assumption of aerodynamical-
ly smooth surfaces and absolute avoidance of eddy separa-
tion. To exclude the weight effect in the determination
of this minimum radiator drag, it was stipulated that ‘the
frontal area of the radiator should remain the characteri-
stic ,quantity for the outside dimensions, and to so choose
the radiator ducts that, for given outside cooling condi-
tions - such as flying speed, cooling agent, air tempera-
ture, etc.
- the radiator is capable of evacuating the
given amount of heat. On these assumptions, the weight of
the radiator is expected to change, even if different core
design types are assumed, within such narrow limits, that
the weight change can be ignored with respect to the total
airplane weight.
A. THE RADIATOR CORE
I. HEAT OUTPUT AlfD PRESSURE DROP OF THE
MOST PROMINENT RADIATOR CORES
Other than the weight, which according to the fore-
going will be disregarded, the pressure drop and the heat
removal characterize a certain radiator core. In con-
formity with the notation of the Aachen report (reference
3), the drag coefficient
Ap
i
‘Q#l/L./
Cwk =
f~”AL = At ‘ )
————.
P
- V122
, ,,,,,.,,,.,-,,.-——,— -,-..—. ----- .
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serves as criterion for the pressure drop Ap in the cold
radiator core and the thermodynamic quality
Air heating Q= ____..__,____, ——---- .—----- —-—
Temperature difference ‘GCP (TW-TI)
at entry in radiator
as criterion for the heat removal Q.
G is the weight of air passing through the radiator
in unit time.
CP‘ the specific heat of the air at constant pressure.
These coefficients cwk and ~th are dependent upon the
constant. For instance, %y a change in flow velocity
through the radiator, the pressure drop in first approxi-
mation would not change with the 2d power but, so far as
it was created %y friction losses, with the the 1.8th power
of the axial flow and the heat removal, rather than lin-
early, would approximately change with the 0.8th power of
the axial flow velocity or of the air weight, G.
~igu??e ‘2 illustrates Cwk and Tth for cold radia-
tor cores, as obtained from radiator tests in closed chan-
nel (reference 3). The pertinent radiators are appended
in table 1. The experimental curves are carried only as
far as velocity VI = 10 m/s, since lower velocities are
hardly permissible on radiators, and below this velocitY
the effect of laminar entrance length of the %oundary layer
on the drag and heat output, gains in importance.
II. DEPARTURE 03’ ACTUAL RADIATOR CORE
FROM THI! IDEAL 00RIt
The plotted radiator data depart from the basic opti-
mum values for equal air flow and equal heat removing sur-
face for the following reasons:
g) Sectional contractic)n.- In accord with the Aachen
——————_—.._______..—
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definition (reference 3), the pressure-drop coefficient,
Cwk $ is referred to--the dynamic pressur,e,.dir.ec.tl.y,before
the radiator core, outside of the zone of influence of the
radiator core~ But , owing to the’ cross-sectional contrac-
tion, the velocity in the air passages of the radiator are
higher than before the radiator. Then, as is known, the..
cooling at high air speeds is less favorable than at low
speeds, because the drag increases in greater measure with
rising air speed than the heat removal. For this reason,
radiators with ~eve’rely narrowed section are fundamentally
inferior to those with little section contraction.
The pressure-drop coefficients c~k = fa cwk, redu’ced
to mean dynamic pressure in the cooling passages, have been
plotted against the thermodynamic quality Tth in figure
3. It is seen that, for equal air heating, the pressure
drop referred to tunnel speed, amounts to 30 to 50 percent
in relation to the value referred to the speed lefore the
radiator.
But this fundamental drawback of radiators tvith great-
ly narrowed cross section (reference 3)’ is usually imma-
terial in practical radiator installations, bocauso in all
modern cooling systems the flow is regulated by diffusers
or nozzles.
Q~Pressure drop.- Aside from the friction drag, which
——-——— _______
alone represents the equi~~alent for the heat dissipation,
the generation of eddies also produces further drag, which
in turn heightens the pressure drop without increasing the
he,at removal in equal measure. This eddy drag is produced,
for instance, at entry and exit of the cooling air and, on
water radiators, at flow around the water tubes.
G~ !lhermod~namic gualityc- Ii!venon radiators with in-
—-—.. .
——--— ------
direct cooling surface, it is customary ‘to refer the ther-
modynamic quality to the maximum wall temperature at entry
in the radiator, despite the fact that the indirect cooling
surfaces (fins) “experience a temperature drop as a result
of the cooling by the,air flow. This drop in temperature
lowers the heat removal in relation to that “for identically
high wall temperature. With unlimited good heat conduc-
tivity (heat iransfer coefficient. a-ea) in fin materi-
al this temperature drop, and with it the drop in thermo-
dynamic “quality”, would disappea,ro ‘“ 3
These defects are fundamentally avoided on the all-
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round, evenly heated. tu%e ,”’cooled by a nonvertical air
flow (ideal radiator core).
‘The shifting of the ideal core curve in figures 2
and 3, indicates When the purely friction drag is supple-
mented. %y a constant drag proportion which does not pro-’
mote heat removal. Leaving aside the shifting at low .
thermodynamic quality, figure 3 discloses that every sin-
gle radiator core practically adjusts itself to those
curves of equal supplementary drag~ while the change-over
to greater radiator depths, especially on water radiators,
is followed %y a shift to greater drag increases. The ex-
planation for this is that the eddy drag on the presented
radiator cores increases the pressure drop in greater
measure than it improves the heat transfer, so that in its
total effect it is to be considered detrimental.*
111. II$CREASX 03’ PRESSURE DROP III
lUIDIATOR CORE DUE TO HEATING
If the air, on flowing through the radiator block,
becomes heated, it expailds as a result of the temperature
rise, and must therefore be accelerated to greater speed
even in the cooling passages. On the other hand, the
higher air speed in conjunction with the greater viscositY
of the heated air, raises the friction drag on the walls
of the cooling passages. The air acceleration and the in-
creased friction drag in turn involve, for equal air flow,
a greater pressure droy than on the unheated radiator
l)lock.
————————— ....———————..—...————-— - -— -———————--———-- -——————___
*Weise (reference 7) accounted for the deviation of the
actual from the ideal radiator core with an empirical core
constant Q . In the ~th = f(c$k) chart, for instance,
Q denotes the factor with which the drag of the ideal
tube must be multiplied in order to oh~ain, “OY equal air
heat i.w ~th, the drag coefficient Cwk of the related
radiator corps. According to figure 3, the assumption of a
coilstant Q value , independent of radiator depth and
speed, approximately represents the curve variation Of air-
tube radiators, but on water-tube radiators every cooling
system manifests marked discrepancies (cooling sYstem 5$
particularly) . These discrepancies are attributable to
the eddy drag on flowing around the individual water tubes,
I?.A. C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 896 11
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“1, Calculation of Pressure-Drop Increase
L>\: ““ - “’ -.’”””......- .,,,., .-,!–._... ....
;(~ According to the law of momentum, the friction force
i: W:x applied on the walls of the cooling tube must %e equal
II‘!’.j: ‘to the momentum change of air flow ‘between the related sec--,J tions (fig. 4):
~
Introducing then Blasiusl (reference 8) local friction co-
() 0.25Vxefficient of pipes with c~k - –% (on the assump~x Vx
a
j
tion that this law retains its validity if in stream direc-
4 tion the density p, the viscosity v, and the speed v) are variable; the errors can only be quite small %ecause
it involves only the fourth root), while bearing in mind
that the stream density (px v;) must be constant accord-
1 in.g to the law of continuity, a few transformations leave:
P+ - P;
‘T
.-—.——— =
The air viscosity v increases, as is known, at con-
stant pressure, about quadratically with the absolute tem-
perature ratio (fig. 5), hence may be written in the form:
-1-
‘XT “ P;
——_____ =
P
~02 .
z x/z
Y
II
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The increased pressure dr~p due to the heating and
hence the absolute pressure Px ~ can, accordingly, he
,.
computed on every point of the tube, provided the temperat-
ure distribution and the correlated speed increase along
the tube are known.
Disregarding the effect of the pressure change on the
air density, as previously done in the calculation of the
cold radiator, it simply follows that the velocities in
the cooling channel change in the same ratio and air den-
sity in the inverse ratio of the absolute temperatures. *
--—. -— -.—-—-—-——._____.-—-——--——.-—...—.—.--——.————
*With inclusion of the density change due to pres$ure drop
in the tubes, the gas equation stipulates that Vx -
‘X/&T* But , since we are primarily concerned with the
drag discrepancy between hot and cold radiator, and the
cold radiator in section 3,1 is computed for constant den-
sity, the calculation of the heated radiator must proceed
on the basis of the excessive pressure drop in relation to
pressure drop b p: of the cold radiator for the density
change instead of the total pressure drop AP;T; i.e.,
+
‘x P: Tx
-- =
v+
——— —- . Posing, for the purpose of estimating the
1 P:z T1
pressure-drop effect on the air density, the pressure drop
of the heated radiator, in accord with equation (l), the
omission of small terms (i.e., overestimation of pressure
effect on air density), leaves:
and for the velocity ratio:
With %e of the order of magnitude of 0.3 and P VQ:2 F.
about = 0.10, it gives for high-temperature liquid cooling:
.zils_z_I_u?!E_i5!5
(Continued on p. 13)
.—
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:Witli this equat”ton (3,) becomes: “ ‘- .-
,,. . ... . :.x/t, :.,.,,. .. . ,.,, ,.,..,,, ...
P;T - 3?;
-—.. ____ =.
E ~02
&T [cwi~’ (#)1’2s d,@ + ~ (~ - 1)].
2 10 “’!
This equation hides as yet the effect of heating in
the absolute temperature ratio of the cooling air. Ini-
tial and terminal temperature of the cooling air are al-
ready given from the measured thermodynamic quality ~th
so that only the law for the temperature d.’istri~ution
within these limits need be found.
NOW a special consideration proved* that the tempera-
ture distribution in a heated pipe cannot be essentially
unlike that obtained from an assumption of constant mate-
rial values (P, A, a, etc.), so that the use of approxi-
mate law should involve no great error (reference 9, p. 57):
T!* 1=1 ‘+ ‘E- ‘1, 1 - (1 - ~th) x/1T; ————=Tl 1
———__ _____ _ _ _______
(Continuation of footnote from p. 12)
This example shows that the chosen equation i-v;/vl = T-x/T1
is practically correct.
*According’t,o Merkel (reference 9), the coefficient of heat
transfer a in pipes is:
a- ~ (l=s)O””
(A is the heat conduction of air; d, pipe diameter; a,
temperature conductivity); i.e., the heat transfer coeffi-
cient ax at section x is to the heat transfer figure al
at entry in the pipe:
For instance, at an air inlet temperature of Tl = 230° Abs. ,
and an outlet temperature of Tx = 350° Abs., it affords
%0/%30=1.065: i*e** the rise in heat transfer figure
toward the end of the pipe amounts to only 6.5 percent .IJY
this extreme temperature ratio. The temperature rise from
T1 to T2 i.s very little shifted by this change in heat
transfer figure; the maximum discrepancy with accurate al-
lowatice for’the local heat transfer ~ was found to be
less than 0.4 percent of the absolute” inlet temperature,
as confirmed by graphical integration
. . ..
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Then integration and series development give the com-
parative increase in pressure drop in relation to the un-.
heated radiator core in equal air flow as:
Ay; - Ap ~+ +
wk T - Cwk
.— ————
AP =
*–––– ‘
Cwk
+2
A-p = ; V02 ~ae C;k = pressure drop of cold radiator,
A-p; = : V02 m::C;lCT =pressure drop of heated radiator
(measured between beginning and end of tube) .
(In this equation the term 1 + ~ ~th + ~ ~th2 ) indi-
cates ..thelaw, according to which the temperature of the
cooling air rises from its original temperature T1 to
the prescribed terminal temperature T2. The effect of
this law on the increased pressure drop due to heat is seen
to %C unimportant.
The equation states that on radiator blocks with small
drag coefficient Cwk $ the necessary air acceleration as
a result of warming ~overns the increase in pressure drop
during heating (characterized by term :<% cwk), but that
on radiator blocks with high drag coefficient c,~k, the
predominant effect is exerted by the greater wall fric-
tion due to the great air speed and viscosity (char,2.cter-
ized by the term :(l+:qtb+ yly TA L th2)).
2. Comparison of Theory and Measurement
As ~, check on the calculation of the pressure drop in
a. radiator core due to heatinq, several pressure-drop rec-
ords for a flat-tube radiator (reference 3) from theAachen
Aerodynamic Institute were av-aila%le (fig’. 6). The pres-
sure drop had been measured as pressure difference in ‘the
flow directly before and behind the actual radiator block,
i,
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hence still contained the difference between the pressure
‘-decrease due to flow accelerati:on,at.,.entry into the nar-
rowed tubes and, on the other hand, to the p-’ressurtiin-””
crease due to flow deceleration of the meanwhile heated
air from the narrowed passages, In relation to the cold
radiator hock, the following dynamic pressure rise is
therefore included in the measurement:
Dynamic .,pres.suregain= (pressure loss o.t entry
in tube) + (pressure
gain at exit),
Accordingly, the pre~~ure loss in the tubes, in agreement
with equation (l), must be supplemeilted 37 the following
pressure gain:
The increases in pressure ’drop, computed according to equa-
tions (1) and (2) for the Aachen experimental flat-tube
radiator together with the test values, are plotted in
figure 7. The theoretical values are a little lower than
the measured values, although a mean line drawn through
the test points yields the same rise as the computed curve.
It is probable t,hat on plotting the test data the base
point, i.e., the pressure drop of the cold radiator, was
determined a’oout 2 percent too small, which a minor error
in measurement would account for. On that assumption, the
agreement is practically complete.
Here also was available a measurement of increased
pressure drop due to heating, published %y Parsons and
Haper (reference 1), who investigated a round-tu’be radia-
tor in the cold state and at a 61°C. temperature differ-
ence between water and air inlet temperature. I’qr this
case the calculation showed an increase in pressure drop
in the core averaging 17.5 percent as against 16.5 per-
cent in the diagram. The agreement therefore is quite good.
Herewith it is proved, at least for the temperature
range measured, that the fundamental assumptions for the
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heated radiator, namely, the proposed velocity increase
as a result of the temperature rise and the temperature
distribution in a heated tube, are accurately enough ful-
filled for practical purposes.
B. RADIATOR INSTALLATION AND DUCTS
I. THE UNHEATED RADIATOR
For the sake of simplicity in the calculation of the
unheated radiator, the compressibility of the air - i.e.,
the density change of air due to.the variable pressure
along a streamline - is disregarded. At the speeds of the ‘
present high-speed airplanes, the effect of this omission
is as yet unimportant, as may be concluded from the small
effect of the air density changes on other flow phenomena
at equal speeds as, for instance, on the flow around air-
foils.*
3’1ow phenomena are easiest to follow on a freely ex-
posed, ducted radiator; i.e., a radiator towed to such
distance from the airplane that the flow at the radiator
may be considered as unaffected. In this specific case,
all sources of 10ss arising from mutual interference of
flow around the airplane and radiator - for instance, as
regards boundary-layer formation - disappear. However,
the results were so com’bined or extended that they can
also he applied to any other radiator - as ventral radi-
ators, for instance -=provided that the same assumptions,
such as aerodynamically smooth surfaces and nonseparating
design, hold true for the radiator installation,
*
The cooling air heats up in the diffuser as a result of
the compression, which lowers the effective temperature
difference between cooling air and radiator wall. On very
fast airplanes, with small temperature differences between
radiator wall and entering air, it is advisable to allow
for this reduction in effective temperature difference,
as, for instance, according to the approximate formulas
in reference 6.
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1. I?low through Unheated Radiator
T
~1 Rate Q~_~&&.’- “Figu’re ~ depicts a’ ducted free-
-—._
running radiator; the cooling air flows first through the
diffuser O to 1, where the velocity of V. in the undis-,
turbed flow is decreased to VI = Tae Vo. After passing
through the c~e proper (1 to 2) where at equal velocity
the pressure dro~y
the air is speeded up again in the nozzle (2 to 3).
--.——
Because of the displacement effect of the radiator,
the air outside flowing aro~nd the radiator must travel
faster than the corresponding velocity of the undisturbed
flow. With increasing distance from the radiator inlet,
this velocity increase gradually diminishes and disappears
altogether at great distance behind the radiator. This
disappearance of the velocity increaso is usually so rapid,
even with short radiator ducts, that by the time it reaches
the exit of the radiator, the velocity of undisturbed flow
practically exists again and consequently, also the pres-
sure of undisturbed flow. (See flow measurements on cowl-
ing H 100, in fig. 12.)
Assuming the pressure of undisturbed flow PO, at the
end of the nozzle, a certain nozzle contraction F3 /F2 and
drag coefficient Cwk of the built-in core, the proper ‘ex-
pansion ratio I?z/F. of the interposed diffuser and the
axial-flo;v velocity VI = ~ae v. can be computed. It is:
Pressure rise in diffuser - pressure. loss in core
= pressure 10SS ,i”nnozzle
Hen”cc
~Je =
.3
1
Cwk + (~2/F3)2
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or, using the ideal flow figure ~ai = --—A—Jl+cw~
1—— ..- —-—————-——
1- + (TJF3)2 - 1
~i
(3a)
In similar manner we find for Imilt-in radiators (for in-
stance , for ventral radiators) where the pressure of free
flow at the point of nozzle exit opening manifests a pres-
sure difference p - p = Apa3 0
relative to the pressure
of undisturbed free flow:
A pa
1 - ~––—
2
T:e = ‘i------Z-~R-~”-— (311)
--- + (J?2/173) - 1
nai
The problem of the diffuser then consists in deceler-.....~...-- .——---
,ating the flow to Tlae Vo, so that with a fitting diffus-
er the orifice ratio
~o/% = ~ae must be chosen. Now,
however, the pro%lem of the diffuser can, to a substantial
proportion, be taken over without loss by the free flow
itself without outside guide surfaces, %ecause the free
flow itself dams up before a resistant “oody, and the stream-
lines are outwardly deflected (fig. 10) as a result of the
higher pressure in the zone of low speeds.
Then the problem of the shortened diffuser merely con-
sists of deflecting the outward pushing streamlines in
the direction of the radiator tu%es; its effect is the same
as that of the airfoil, which deflects a certain volume of
air per second ly a certain angle from the original direc-
tion of flow (reference 7). SO long as there is no separa-
tion of the stream, an airfoil produces always the same
lift , independently of the wing chord if the entrained
quantity and deflection are kept even. ‘With decreasing
wing chord, of course, the lift per unit area increases
until the maximum lift coefficient is reached. Since on
the diffuser - at equal air flow - the amount of air and
the resultant anglo of deflection arc independent of the
length of the remaining diffuser rest, the force effect on
the diffuser wall itself is independent of the diffuser
length. But , as on the airfoil, shortening the diffuser
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length increases the diffuser force per unit surface which,
Correspon.ding.,to..th.e .maxi.mum lif,t,c,,oefficient, cannot ex-
-...
teed a certain limit.
.
On overly shortened -d”ifftisers”’the-- .
flow would have to be too sharply &eflqcted, causing the
stream to separate on the outside of the diffuser and cre-
ate additional losses through burbling. On the other hand,
on a diffuser with contraction ratio smaller than Vae
(fig. 11) , “th”estreamlines lunched together at entry in
the diffuser, are sharply deflected into the outwardly
spreading direction, thus” increasing the hazard usually
existing in diffusers - separation of flow on the inside
Wallso The too-nqrrow diffusers are distinctx~” Sources of
considerable separation and so Of additional drag, as will
be shown later on.
~~ Comparison of a~i~l-flow calculation with measure-
---- .——_______ _____ _____________________ .
ments on free-running radiators.=. Linke and l?~iedrichs
———-— -——-— . -—-.——- —-—~ —-——
(reference 4~ made some axial flow and drag measurements
on free-running radiators, with systematic changes in in-
let and exit opening. The internal drag of the core was
simulated %y screens, by means of which the most varying
permeabilities (i.e. , percentage of open area in radiator)
could be reproduced.
The test results together with the values obtained by
means of equation (3a) are plOtted in figure 12. They
prove that the upper limit of flow is actually governed by
the diffuser opening ratio F3/F~ alone . The test values
hug the computed curves very closely as long as the dif-
fuser orifice ratio exceeds that of the, nezzle.* This is
particularly apparent for ratio ‘III1511 where all test val-
ues for diffuser orifice ratio greater than the nozzle or-
ifice ratio, are almost exactly on the computed curve.
“Not until the diffuser orifice ratio’ falls below that of
the nozzle orifice is there any perceptible drop in flow,
as, for instance, for l[v13.!;
It is again stressed at this point that the drop in.
flow due to narrowing the diffuser to leSS than, that of
the nozzle, is solely attributable to the severe diffuser
losses evidenced in the marked rise of radiator drag (see
section B,I,2a and 2b), which in effect is equivalent to
--.-— __________ __.__.—____—-—____
*4 partial explanation of the discrepancy %etween the com-,.
puted and experimental values in the zone of low core per-
meability is that, as the ratb of flow:decreases the per-
meability of the screens decreases a~soo
1Imw ---- —...
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the higher pressure drop of a less permeable core. l?rom
this point of view, it is even possible to compute the
diffuser drag from the drop in”axial flow coefficient.
To prove the correctness of this reasoning, the fol-
lowing example is cited:
On switching from duct V 66-H 65 to V 36-H 65 while
using the same screen, there was a material drop in axial
flow: for instance, at ‘llai= 0.’72, according to figure
12. If this reduction is really attributable.to the higher
diffuser losses alone - that is, equivalent to a decrease
in the permeability of the screen to ~ai = 0.4~6 with the
same ducts V 66-H 65, then the total drag with this reduced
screen permeability and favorable diffuser ducts must itself
be equal to the total drag of the unfavorable system V 35-
H 65. And the recorded drag plotted in figure 14 actually
shows both radiator systems to have a drag coefficient of
Cw = 0.32. Accordingly, the change from diffuser orifice
V 66 to the adverse V 36 has the same effect as a ri~e in
pressure-drop coefficient Cwk of the screen from 0.92
(corresponding to ~ai = 0.’72) to 3.6” (corresponding to
Tai = 0.466). And the same relationship holds for other
test points between diffuser loss and flow decrease, ac-
cording to a su”osequent checks
The conclusions drawn from this comparison are:
Regulation of flow throu,mh radiator: So long as there
—-. ————————.———.————.. .a———.-—.———————
is no separation of flow from the diffuser wall, this flow
tail be re~;ulated only by adjustment of the radiator exit
valves; in separation free flow, an adjustment of the in-
let valve is ineffective as far as the flow volume is con-
cerned.
At low flying speed, as in climb, for instance, a tOo-
narrow diffuser may cause such pronounced separations with-=
in the diffuser that further opening of the exit valve does
not afford the necessary increase in the comparative air
flow in respect to high speed - in which case the effect
of the exit valves can be noticeably improved by opening
the inlet valves.
Prediction of radiator flow: With proper ducts (i.e.,
correct size of diffuser) and. given percentage of open area
of radiator core, the flow through a free-running radiator
can be accurately enough computed from equation (3a). The
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premise of pressure of free flow at diffuser exit is amply
complied with, even with short radiator ducts.
For built-in radiators, even if of the %elly type,
the flow could be ascertained from equation (3b), provided
the difference letween the pressure at radiator exit and
that of undisturbed free flow is known. However, this
difference is ~enerally not assessable with wind-tunnel
tests, since the prediction of the effect of pressure dis-
tribution of the free flow through the radiator is usually
impossible. For these reasons, it is recommended that the
flow through built-in radiators be established by experi-
ment .
2. Drag of Unheated Radiators
31 Calculation of cooling drag.- The
————— _______________
internal drag
of a ducted radiator, termed Ilcooling dragll hereafter, is
composed of the drag in the core and the pressure forces
on diffuser and nozzle in separation-free stream. The
cooling drag represents herein the minimum drag of a duct-
ed radiator in free stream (in contrast to the positive
ventilated radiators) which may be speilt for heat dissi-
pation under the existing conditions of cooling, such as
frontal area of radiator, type of core, temperature of
cooling agent, air density, etc. Both the pressure drop
within the core and the pressure forces on diffuser and
nozzle are inseparably associated with a radiator in free
stream. For instance, the cooling drag would also he cre-
ated, even if a radiator could be so mounted in a certain
airplane that the installation required neither enlarge-
ment of the outside surfaces
- hence of the friction drag of
the airplane
- nor created flow interference about the
other parts of the airplane as, for instance, %y eddy sep-
aration or adverse boundary-layer influence.
In general, the diffuser exerts a drag-decreasing
pressure force, and the nozzle a drag-increasing pressure.
force. In their entirety, diffuser and nozzle forces
yield a d-rag-decreasing component if the nozzle exit ori-
fice is equal to or less than the radiator frontal area.
m
The cooling drag of the unheated radiator can be de-
termined by Weinigls method, which is briefly discussed here~
The total drag IV of the ducted radiator must equal
the loss of momentum of the air flowing through the radi-
ator, i.e.:
. . ,,—
$
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(fig- 9), with G the weight of air per second.
Then the drag coefficient of the ideal ducted radi-
ator -~Cw = V02 Fk follows asPF Cw
., ,ae (l . *),
leaving unknown the velocity ratio Kjvo for a given ra-
diator installation. But this is readily obtainable from
the energy equation, as the energy loss between the sec-
tions F. and F3 must equal the energy loss between FI
and F2 (diffuser and nozzle losses as well.,as wall fric-
tion on diffuser and nozzle are disregarded) and conse-
quently, is solely re~esented by the energy loss in the
actual core:
Computing the velocity ratio V3/vo from this equation ul-
timately af,fords as cooling-drag coefficient Cw of the
unheated built-in radiator without diffuser and nozzle
losses:’
(4)
The thus-defined internal cooling drag is equally
valid for the built-in radiator which generally has, at
nozzle exit, a pressure other than that of the undisturbed
free stream. The cooling drag is supplemented by other
drag caused by wall friction on the inside and outside
surfaces of the radiator, by influencing tka.flow around
the other parts of the airplane as well as by eddy drag,
for instance, as a result of, separations on the diffuser.
It is important, then, to esta%lish the ‘relation letween
the measured radiator drag in relation to the theoretical-
ly defined drag, and also the extent of the individual
drag sources on the total radiator drag.
b) Comparison of recorded drw on frQQnZEQB&Qg_ZQ~~~=
tors with the computed minimum drag_~QgEQl_~xQQ~ql_XQ~~n
——_————————————_ .
ator area).- !’COthis end the systematic test series of
Aachen Aerodynamic Institute on free-running radiators
(reference 4) was again resorted to. The measured drag
coefficients were plotted in figures 13 to 16. The cool-
.- .”. ---- . . .- —-- .—
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ing drag was computed”. from equation (4) on the ‘basis of
the measured axial flow ratio
~ae (cfo L 4) .~hich, bY
separation-free radiator covering agrees with that com-
puted according to equation (3a). (Cf. section 13,1,1h.)
Corresponding to the limit value for aerodynamic sur-
faces at medium Reynolds Number of tunnel tests (Re - 3.5
x 106), the local friction coefficient of the outside
surfaces was put down at Cf = 0.003. The velocity in-
creases on the outside surfaces, as a result of the displace-
ment effect of the radiator, were allowed for according to
Nick (reference 12) by ~ percentage increase over that of
flat-plate friction which, for the completely closed,
streamlined ducted radibtor, amounted to - 25 percent,
Since the- velocity lncre~ses cre~ted by the resistance
body decreases with increasing permeability of the radia-
tor installation and ultimatel~~ disappear for unrestricted
‘~”~ (qae = 1), the pro-portionate increase of friction
drag for the different flow coefficients was interpolated
according to the following formula: .
Percent increase of friction coefficient
at Tae
-—— —-—.—___________.____< _..__.________ = 1
- 7ae
l Percent increase of friction coefficient
at Vae = O
With the thus-obtained coefficient the drag of the outside
surfaces could be computed for any opening ratio.
The drag coefficient on the inside surfaces was again
‘put at cf = 0.003. Conformable to the assumption of in-
compressible fluids, the velocity at the different points
is determined by the section ratio, hence leaving for the
friction-pressure decrease APri on the inside surfaces
of the ducts, the following coefficient: .
Apri
J()
“ Fk 2
—— :~ dx= Acwri = Cf ~~e ~- ~
P
— Vo=2
x x
o
(See fig, 17. ) Ux = inside circumference of diffuser at
point x.
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The integral in this equation was graphically deter-
mined for every single duct.
The computed values for the radiator drag - i.e.t the
internal cooling drag - in addition to the friction drag
at the inside and outside surfaces together with the test
values, are shown in figures 13 to 16. ‘Whereas the fric-
tion drag on the outside surfaces increases in significance
as ‘flae decreases (i.e., as the nozzle-orifice ratio di-
minishes), the friction drag of the inside walls is, as a
result of the low velocity, so small, on the ~hole, that
it can l)e ignored. I’undamentally, the computed values are
in quite close agreement with the test values so long as
the diffuser orifice ratio remains below that of the noz-
zle. For such radiator ducts therefore the diffuser and
nozzle loss remains a negligible proportion of the total
loss, Even for the pronounced sectional enlargement on
diffuser “V 36’1 the diffuser loss remains within measuring
accuracy if the nozzles for instance, up to orifice ratio
lfH 1511 is closed. Contrariwise , as soon as the diffuser
orifice ratio falls below that of the nozzle, the losses
are severe, as plainly seen on nozzle llH 65’1 at transition
from ‘Ilv66!1 to IIV 3611 in figUre 14. While for diffuser
“V 6611 the test values still coincide with the mathematical,
on switching over to l]V 36’1 at around the core permeability,
equivalent to a change from too-narrow to too-wide diffuser,
the measured drag manifests a sudden rise.. This rise can-
not %e ascribed, say, to increased vortex formation at the
nozzle exit, and for the following reason: At exit from
the radiator when using the same nozzle the ~orticitY is
solely dependent upon the difference letween the speed of
the free stream and that emerging from the radiator - i.e.,
the added drag on the radiator exit is in this case sole-
ly a function of ~ae. At ~ae values, as for diffuser
‘[V 3611 the covering lIV 66-E 65tI, however, manifests prac-
tically no nozzle or diffuser losses, hence the exit 10SS-
es with covering IIV 36-E 65!! must be negligibly 10w. And
the sudden rise in radiator drag on the previously cited
change to diffuser ‘IV 3611 is, in consequence, largelY at-
tributable to flow separation within the diffuser, as ex-
plained in figure 11, for two narrow diffusers.
A diffuser as short as possible, so as to surelY Pre-
vent separations within the diffuser, is accordingly pro-
pitious for radiator ducts.
The lower limit of diffuser length, set by the danger
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,;
of fl,ow separation on the outside of the diffqser, can be
prevented. by care in-the design o,f..the..et,ranceceorifice,..
. ...... ,;
A further advantage of the shortened diffyser lies ~
in the reduced fr~c$ion-afflicted surfaces, especially the
outer radiator walls, whose friction drag rises as the
flow decreases; i.e.,- as the nozzle orifice ratio is
smaller. At high-speed flight., particularly where the av-
erage mai range between 0.4 and 0.5, and t,h.e l’lae .at
around 002’ (approximately corresponding to the nozzle ori-
fice ratio llH 34!1), the friction drag on the “outside
radiator wall iS of the approximate order of magnitude of
the internal cooling drag. On high-speed aircraft this
division should shift to even greater proportions of fric-
tion drag to total drag, since at high speed the optimum
nao tend toward values which are even less than T&e ‘,
0.3. From this large share of the external friction drag
it can he concluded, in accord with a study by Kramer ‘“’
in the DVL, that the freely exposed radiator must be in-
ferior to that mounted in the airplane, provided detri-
mental effects in both cases are avoidable. Long air pas-
sages for guiding the air from air inlet to the core, can
be readily admitted, since this air guidance can he ef-
fected at low speed, i.e., low losses. In short, it can
le concluded from the comparison, that drag and flow on
freely exposed radiators are,accurately enough predictable
if stream separations on the radiator ducts, especially
on the diffuser, are avoided.
II. THE HOT I&iDIATOR
Heating increases the pressure drop in the core, as
already pointed out. This increase in pressure drop,
which on a dticted radiator results in increased drag with
rising heat, is confronted %y the favorable effect of heat-
ing on the pressure exerted by the radiator duct. As a re-
sult of the greater volume due to heating, the air leaves
the core at greater velocity than from the cold core. Ac-
cording to the lavp of momentum, there must therefore be
an additional force (compared to the cold radiator) which
lowers the drag of the ducted radiator. But this addi-
tional benefici,~.1 force through heating, can be trans-
ferred to the radiator ducts only by a change in the pres-
sure forces, as explained in the follo~ing comparison of
radiators with equal air induction in hot and cold stages:
,,, , ..-! .!!! ..! !-!! . !!!..,, .-. , 1. . . .,, . .— . . ..— . . ..— . .— ..-—. — .
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Case 1: On emergence from the core a positive pres-
sure prevails relative to free flow (high speed). There
always is, as known, a drag-decreasing pressure on the ‘
diffuser, anti a drag-increasing pressure on the nozzle, as
shown in sketch 1. If the pressure drop in the core is in-
creased hy mounting a less permea%le cold core (sketch lb),
by identical air flow, the’ streamline pattern %efore the
diffuser and hence the diffuser force itself, remainS the
same . But the nozzle must be opened wider to insure the
pressure of free flow on emergence from the nozzle. Open-
ing the nozzle lowers the adverse nozzle force, which Ul-
timately disappears when the nozzle is wide open; as a
result , part of the higher drag in the core is made inef-
fective hy mounting a less pormea’ble core.
Heating the radiator (sketch lc) does not change the
diffuser force hy identical air flow. Since, however, the
kinetic energy of the emerging air stream rises as a re-
sult of heating,
(increased pressure drop in core due to heating is disre-
garded), the nozzle should not be throttled as much as on
the cold radiator, so as to insure, on emergence, the Pres-
sure of free flow. Hence there is a drag--decreasing force.
The increased drag of the core due to heating is faced
%y the favorable reaction of the heating on the nozzle
force, created “By the heightened pressure drop as well as
by the higher kinetic energy of the air stream.
Case 2: Negative pressure relative to free flow
.-.-————
(climb) on emergence from the core (sketch 2).
As ‘oeforc, the diffuser exerts-a drag-decreasing, and
the nozzle a drag-increasing effect. By reducing the core
permeability (cold, sketch 2b), the diffuser force remains
the same by equal air flow, although the nozzle must be
opened wider and as a result a greater drag-increasing
nozzle force is no-ivcreated. O\Vin,gto the higher energy
content of the emergent hot air (sketch 2c) the nozzle, %Y
equal air flow (increased pressure drop in core due to
heating is disregarded), can %e throttled more so that as
before , a decrease in the adverse nozzle force is produced.
From the superposition of these two separate effects, it
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k can” be inferred, for the heated radiator, that in case 2$
“thb’’hei’ghtened drag ot the heat’ed.core is,..still, further
increased hy the reaction of the greater pressure dtio-$on”
;. the” nozzle force; only the higher kinetic energyof the
,.
~,,”
heated air stream on.emergence from the radiator affects
the nozzle force ‘in a drag-decreasing sense.
Depending upon the heating condition and the data for
a radiator whose air flow iS kept the same, hot or cold,
the increase in core drag on heating, or the favoralle re-
action of the air expansion on the nozzle force, prepon-
derates; hence” the heated radiator may disclose a drag
which is higher or lower than the cold radiator, depending
upon the particular case.
In the numertcal treatment of the drag of cold radia-
tors, it may again be assumed that the air in diffuser and
nozzle is incompressible, although the air density in dif-
fuser and nozzle may be different, in accord with the heat-
ing in the core. lor the actual core the air density must
be considered variable, as shown in simple approximations,
with assumedly known thermal efficiency Vth and drag CO.
efficient cwk of cold core, as known from the conventional
core measurements.
1. Plow through Hot Radiator
Separating the two chief Beat effects - increased
pressure drop in”core and gain of energy in emergent air -
,.
the air volume must decrease as the heat increases as a
result .of the lowered permeability of the heated core,
unless the orifice ratio of the nozzle .is modified accord-
ingly. On the other hand, the gain in kinetic energy low-
3 ers the flow only if the orifice ratio ?~/~a of the noz-
zle is less than 1; contrariwise , the flow increases if,
r’ as usual in climb, the nozzle operates as diffuser (F./
Fe > 1). (Compare sketches 1 and 2.)
/ a) Negessar~ enlargement of n~zzle orifice lIy_QQQQ——. .. ... ._—._——— —.—.—.——--- ——
flow.- If, in a wind-tunnel test on an airplane with cold
B
radiator, the predetermined flow velocity. is controlled
by corresponding opening of tho radiator shUtteTS, on the
heated radiator the exit flaps must, in general, be opened
wider than on thq, cold radiator to produce the” same air
flow and consequently, ,the required heat dissipation in%<f the heated stage. This effect of the.,radiator heating can-
not be perfectly copied in a model test with cold radiator,
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Where , to be sure, the higher pressure drop of the heated
radia..tor can %e simulated hy corresponding reduction in
permeability in the model radiator core, but not the ef-
fect of the greater volume of heated air. Consequently,
in order to establish the required increase in nmzzle ori-
fice ratio the test with cold core must be supplemented
by flow calculations, such as equation (3). For the hot
radiator, equation (3a) reads:
-!-2
n = -——--------—------—-ae T
l+cGkT+~&”~
To insure the same coefficient of flow for the hot and the
cold radiators the nozzle of the heated radiator must be
opened wider in the following ratio:
~32 r F32
1
T1
(
I’a 2
-——-
-1-= -———- ————————-— ---— 1- ——— ——
1’2 f2 F22 TI + Tth (TW-T1) f2Y22 )]
3T
)1 T:h ++— 2—— —-— 1 (5)12 f2 cwk
Here the first term allows for the greater exit vol-
ume of air due to heating, while the second term indi-
cates the change in nozzle opening as the result of height-
ened pressure drop in the radiator. The equation is also
applicable to built-in radiators; for instance, for lelly
radiators, since the positive or negative pressure of free
flow existing at nozzle exit is effective for the cold as
well as for the hot radiator, and cancels in the calcula-
tion.
&~Flow reducbion due to heating._lz..WUq~–QQZZ~Q_QZ=
———_——___.__—____——__———..—
ifice.- If the nozzle opening on the heated radiator re-
—————
mains the same as on the cold radiators a drop in flow
will result for the reasons cited above. This, at the
same time changes the characteristic values of the corre-
sponding cold radiator which, for minor flow change, can
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be accurately enough gaged from the following. ,’
-..
... ....-.< .,_.
...,- .,,.
The pressure-drop coefficient, of, the cold”’radia%or is
-...—
(reference .8):
n() 0.25c~k(T) = Cwk i:: “
The thermodynamic efficiency for minor change is. (reference
9):
()
‘n
0,21
~th(T) = %h ~a~:-—.
..
With these values the ratio of flow coefficient for cold
and hot radiator with equal radiator ducts can be com-
puted according to equation (3a):
whereby
A
= ‘:%{cw&;y)0”25 - ‘]+
+ -—---—~–-—-o.-7-
Tae(I)f’ Cwk .–— 1aern
A
%h(T) (TW-T1 ) ~ ~
+ —____________
TI ‘ (‘K: - r “ CWIC)}
(6b)
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This equation is also accurate enough for built-in
radiators since in it the pressure difference of the free
flow is contained only in a term of little import. Graph-
ical presentation of this relationship was not deemed
worthwhile as the practical i-mportance of this equation
is slight; the case of equal flow velocity with corre-
sponding setting of radiator shutters is generally more
important,
2. Drag of Heated Radiator
aJ_Cooling dra~.- The cooling drag must be equal to
.———__ .——
the loss of momentum of the air flowing through the radi-
ator; i.e., the following fundamental equation retains it’s
validity for the heated radiator also:
(7a)
Then the energy equation, lIy assuming loss-free en-
ergy conversion in diffuser and nozzle and separation-free
flov, gives the velocity ratio v3~/To l The energy loss
must, according to the stipulated assumptions letween sec-
tions O and 3, he of the same order of magnitude as %e-
tween sections 1 and 2 (fig. 9). For sections 1 and 2,
the solution of the energy loss involves no difficulties
since, according to section A,III$l, the heightened pres-
sure loss due to heatin~, as well as the velocity and air
density at radiator ent~y and exit are known:
P +2
Voz - V32T (P. P. ~~2 - v~~ P: P; - c;kT ~ vl_——.———. )+ ~– - –- = –––—..–. + _- -2.g _——_———.——————VT 23 Y Y~
or
2 2 ~+2 E V+2 p+ p p.
- %
+ +
‘o - ‘3T 1 ~1 - cwkT 2 1 1 0
———.——.—— = ——————— - . ———————.——
2g 2g
‘T ‘T-”–Y–+v~
‘he quantity qT9 which characterizes the heating effect ,
is determined as follows:
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The change in velocity head of the air flowing
through the radiator is, in this concept, divided into
two Tarts: one part corresponding to the energy 10SS of
the cold radiator, and the other part containing all ef-
fects of heating. The second, additional part following
the core heating can be positive or negative - therefore
deciding whether the heating creates a reduction (q~c o)
or an increase (~T> O) in radiator drag. Solving the
velocity ratio
‘3 T/‘o from equation (’7b) and inserting
the oltained value in equation (7a), the cooling drag of
the heated radiator follows as:
(811)
For rapid solution of quantity ~T the chart, figure
18a, for great air heating, and chart, figure 18b, for
small air heating, were made. The curves for
~T ~ indi-
cate the effect of increased pressure drop in the core*,
and the
~T curves indicate the effect of air expansion
on the acceleration pressure drop in the core and on the
nozzle force. If epT exceeds
~T8 , the heating induces
a rise in drag. If, ~n the other hand,
~ Ta ‘Xceeds ~Tl
the heating lowers the cooling drag. In consequence, the
following case may fundamentally arise:
--—--- ~_____
*onthe Wrl (curves the expression 1 + ~ Tth + :2 ~th’). .
was computed for qth = O*5, because of the smallness of*>.
~th. The error in the ordinate of the- ~ curves, for
instance, “amounts - at Tth = 0.79 - to onl~ 3 percent for
a ‘sea-level temperature difference of aromd 2000 C.; and
becomes less as the temperature “differences decrease.
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By great pressure-drop coefficient Cwk of the
cold core, and great flow coefficient ‘flae,<
the heating always creates a rise in cooling
drag.
By small pressure-drop coefficient %k faor the
cold core and correspondingly low flow‘-?jl ae s
the radiator drag decreases at first in in-
creasing measure as the heating increases. But ,
leginning with a certain temperature, the re-
duction in radiator drag decreases until, by
further increasing heaty the drag of the hot
radiator is greater than that for the cold radi-
ator.
Naturally the rise in radiator drag through heating
occurs only when the drag of the cold radiator ef equal
nae is to be concluded from the drag’ of the heated radi-
ator. On the other hand, increasing the heat oi a radia-
tor with given heat dissipation - say, by changing from
water cooling to hi,gh-temperature liquid cooling - the
drag will, of course, drop, according to equation (811)
since either - with equal core - the flow coefficient or
by equal flow coefficient the size of the core could be
reduced. Chart (fig. 19) is designed for the determina-
tion of the drag difference Acw of cold and heated radia-
tor, whose flow is maintained even ly proper adjustment of
the shutters:
It affords the additional drag in simple manner, for
instance, the amount to 3C added to the drag with unheated
radiator in the wind tunnel, in order to obtain the drag
of the heated full-scale version. This change in internal
cooling drag due to heating holds for freely exposed, as
well as for built-in radiators; however, it should be noted
that the heated cooling stream may create a change in addi-
tional drag which, for example, must be attributed to in-
fluence of the boundary-layer formation on the other partis
of the airplane or to intermingling of the emerging cooling
air stream hith the free stream. (See sec. B,III.)
. . . .. ,.,
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~~compar’i~on” of theo~’ and “%est’for free~ G!XDOSE?Q—.- -—— —- . . ______ -—--.--—— --———
radi~tors. - The Aachen Aerodynamic .L~boratory made ,a se-”
---—
,:- ries ‘of tests on various -frb-aly e:xpo”,,sedradiator’s .iiith
systematically changed inlet and outlet orifice s.in cold
and heated stages, . whereby the heating of the radiator
wall in res”pect to the entering air was expanded up. to tem-
peratures of over 100°”C. (reference 4). Zn th.esemeasure-
nents the air speed and radiator-shutter setting’ remained
the same ih the cold”as in the heated stage, hence the
heated radiator (sec. B,II,4)disclo,sed a lpwer flow coef-
ficient than the corresponding cold radiator. The measure-
ments included the heat dissipation of the radiators, the
rise in air temperature on flowing through the core, and
th~ drag reduction of the heated versus the cold radiator.
From the data for heat removal and air temperature
rise, the flow coefficient was derived. The curve of the
flow ,coefficient for different degrees of heating was then
extrapolated to zero heat, and with this extrapolated value
the flow reduction due to heating computed for the unheated
radiator, Then the recorded flow reduction was compared
with the theoretical results from equation (6). But the
results did not agree, although the discrepancies were
small ; for instance, the 3-percent air-temperature rise,
which was due to a mistake in measuring- However, since
in this order of magnitude the range of errors in tempera-
ture measurement must he looked for, these “test data af-
ford no reliable basis for a check.
The reduced drag due to heating can, however, be much
more accurately measured than the mean air-temperature ri.Se:
first, because the discrepancies are greater, and second,
the accuracy of meighing exceeds that of the temperature
recording. The reduced drag ‘due to radiator heating was
computed with equation (8), whereby the reduction in flOw
was ascertained from equation (.6). The results are plot-
ted in th’e same manner together with the test points as
in the Aachen Laboratory ~ifig. 20). Here theory and test.
are, in fairly accurate agreement; varyingly high heating
shifts the curve in very little measure, hence the test
points are practically on one curve.
This comparison proves that, up to 100° C. temperature80
of radiator heating;, the derive,d fo”rmula.s reproduce the
effect of heating on the radiator drag quite well.
,’”
,“
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c) Comparison with 17eiseYs radiator theorz for ver~
-——————.—. -—. ..—--——.————————.——— ——————_—
high heating ~reference 7~.-.A. ~eise made a theoretical
—— .-——.———— .- G_______
analysis of the energy conversion in heated radiators.
He computed, as special case - i.e., for radi,ator insiialla-
tions without nozzle with radiator cores, which closely
approach the ideal case of core Q = 1, according to
Woise) - the internal cooling drag, and published it in
figure 8 of the cited report. The temperature of the ra-
diator wall was increased to ten times the air inlet tem-
perature - i.e., on the ground, up.to radiator heating of
around 3,000° Abs. His criterion for radiator drag was a
quantity Gle which ties in witlh the values of the pres-
ent report through
For comparison we then computed, for equal temperature
difference , the internal cooling drag with the approximate
equations (1), (3a), (8a), and (8b), and plotted the re-
sults along with Weise!s data in figure 21. As connection
%etween pressure-drop coefficient c~k and thermodynamic
efficiency ~th of the core, we used the values of the
heated single +U3C (equivalent to ideal core), according
to figure 2, where’by the pressure-drop coefficients of the
single tule were multiplied ly 1.12, in correspondence
with Weisefs efficiency factor S2 = 1 (reference 7, fig. 4).
The comparison is satisfactory even for such unusually
high degrees of heating as 3,000° (corresponding to g =
m
‘RJ
?PI = 10). (Minor discrepancies might be attrilmted to
slightly deviating assumptions for the single tube, fig.
2.) Thus , the use of the test data for Cwk and ~th of
the single tube (fig. 2) yields the same results as the
coupled introduction of these values In the shape of
Weise’s Q. Even the approximated change in yressure drop
due t-o heating has no noticeable effect, so that the work-
ing charts can be accurately enough applied to the heating
effect in radiators in all practical cases, including ex-
haust-gas coolers.
111. TH3 3UILT-I1? RADIATOR
In the foreqo<ng, the theoretical and experimental
radiator drag on freely exposed radiators was compared,
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and good .,agreement o~tained’for separation-free radiator
ducts. The problem now ,is to establish the extent of
,=>
flii”sagreement ftir,~uilt-in radiators and sources of addi-
tional drag above the.min~murn. ,.
,
1.. Comparison of Theory and Test for Built-in Radiators
Two diffei”en~ ~elly-type radiators were tested at
fUll scale in the DVL wind tunnel %y Schlupp (no% pu~-
lished), with the cores heated to temperature differences
Of 57° C. between mean cooling-fluid temperature and air-
inlet temperature (figs, 22 and 23),, The flow velocity and
hence, the internal cooling and friction drag were de-
duced from the measured heat dissipation and the charac-
teristic values of the employed radiator systems. The
skin friction drag on the ducts ~,ms estimated by means of
the additional outside surface and an assumed friction
coefficient of cf = 0.003.
The comparison disclosed agreement in both values at
high flow coefficients, as in climbing, Up to discrepan-
cies of around ~30 percent, while at low flow coeffi-
cients of high-speed flight (Ilae< 0.2); the internal
cooling drag and the friction drag amo~ted to but a small
fraction of the measured total drag. This additional drag
at low
~ae rises considerably with largely closed inlet
opening of the diffuser, and so confirms the statement
made in section B,I,2.
For comparison, we quote further from several unpub-
lished test data of tests made in the small DVL wind tun-
nel %y Zobel, on elongated bodies of different aspect ra-
tio, in whose fore~ody different radiator systems were
simulated by means of unheated screens (fig. 24), ,although
these measurements cannot be fully evaluated for compar-
ing the installation conditions of real radiators. The
investigations disclosed that at high Vae the measured
drag was less than the theoretical ‘and vice versa. The
drag proportion eXceeding the minimum drag in the rangxi of
small ~ae of high-speed ‘flight, is mor,e than half as
small as on the cited belly radfat’oks (figs. “22 and 23).
A systematic effec~, of the fineness ratio of th’e body be-
hind the radiator could not he gleane:d from the. measure-”
ments.
.
The discrepancy between calculation,. and measurement
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is primarily attributable to the following causes:
1. Se~ration lossesAespecially_ly_w_siQQQZ_i2qQEls
—- ————.—- —A-----——
tions after ad~ustment of control fl~si.- On the explored
————..——————. ————— -—.————.—-———
belly radiators, for instance, the contour line of the
built-in radiator forms a lend at the transition from rear
control flap to core, which %ecomes sharper as the flow
decreases. The outside flow has a tendency to separate at
this point, If this happens, the whole flow on the lottom
side of the fuselage is impaired - probably creating se-
vere additional losses.
2. Effect of radiator wake on the fuSE~ggg_e~gg.-
———————..————__—————-————————..———--
The air through the radiator emerges at higher temperature
and, depending on the degree of heating, at lower or higher
velocity than the free stream. The air viscosity is higher
as a result of the temperature rise, causing the wall
friction of the airplane components exposed to the radiat-
or wake to increase. I’ollotving the changed velocity in
the radiator wake, the exposed areas of,the airplane are
subject to a different velocity than in free air stream.
By greatly slowed-down radiator wake (i.e., high Vae )*
the friction drag therefore would decrease, and by accel-
erated radiator wake (for instance , by highly heated radi-
ator and small Tlae), increase. This would explaiq the
shape of the curves in figures 23 and 24? which the test
curves assume at high ?lae helom the minimum drag. On
the other hand, the radiator wake might create a flow ef-
feet similar to that produced by an auxiliary airfoil on a
wing. I’or, like an auxiliary airfoil, the radiator wake
with increased velocity can accelerate the %oundary Iayery
and so postpone the separation. A slowed-down radiator wake,
which would retard the boundary layer still more and so pro-
mote separation, would, of course, have the opposite effect.
The described effects are decisively dependent upon
whether “the velocities in the radiator wake exceed or fall
%elow the velocity of free flow. For pressure of “free flow
at radiator exit* the velocity ratio in the radiator wa’ke
is:
u
-------------------------------------------------------
*If there is a certain pressure difference on the radiator
exit in respect to the pressure of free flow, the velocitY
at the radiator exit can Ye computed with the aid of Ber-
noulli!s equation~
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(WT from figs. 18a and “18b). In one example, worked out
a.
“tii~h ‘tkiseq-tion’ (table-II) for’ high--spe.e,d,f~ig@_t, ft
resulted’ in a velocity increase at the radiator exif~ e-&en-
if a core of modern duality with high-temperature ‘liqUi&
cooling was employed.
If the effect of the wake constitutes” the primary
cause of the drag ‘discrepancy between theory and ‘tests it
fdllbws that all “radiator, drag measurements must - to be
transferable - b,e effected on the heate,d radiator, since
at hi.gh-speed flight the’’heating exerts a substantial ef-
fect upon the wake.
,,
TABLE II
lli~ision of Minimum Radiator Drag on the Exemplary Airplane
at High Speed (Belly Radiator)
.— ——_______ ____ .
Cores
——_____________
Ideal core Cwk=
2.3; ~th=O.70
Modern quality
core Cwk=6.0;
qth=oe~o
—-.— —__________
———_—___.__________.______— T—-——..—.—.—Coefficient of drag compon- Total drag
——— ——
—-——- ——.———
1Inter- Skinnal fric-fric- tiontion—-———— .—- ——
‘ents (referred to m } Ia.-.a@s: ,-.:-- 4
———____
cool-
ing
drag
0.0093
0.0242
——-_ _
0.0001 0.0159
0.0001 0.0159
L-—————-———
Heating Cold Heated
Acw
-—-— -J--!:_--cwT———————
-0.0392 0.025 -0.014
1-0.0333 0.040 +0.007—-——.—— -—_—-—— ______
3. pressure distribution changes due to the inter-
——-— _____________ _________ _____ ____
Q~Qgling of air from the radiator with the free stream -
(stres sed~~~~~~~–~~~fi~-fi~~;j-—––-––---—__________The air, on emergzng from
the radiator, usually has a different velocity than the
free stream, so that on the free boundaries of the emerg-
ing air flow, mixes with the other air.. Now , if this mix-
ing with the outside air takes place at a pressure greater
or smaller than the pressure of the free stream, the pres-
Syre field changes and, with it, the drag of (radiator -1-
fuselage). .
TO what extent the different effects contri%ut”e to the
difference between computed and measured total radiator
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drag, it is impossible to find out with the available test
data. If the different effects combine t.o make the reac-
tion of the cooling air on the exposed airplane compon-
ents favorable, the radiator will preferably be so dis-
posed that a large portion of the airplane surfaces w-ill
le washed by the radiator wake; otherwise, as little area
as possible will be exposed - which might , for iinstance ,
be accomplished by guiding the cooling air in channels as
far as the trailing edge of the wing or body. The inter-
nal friction drag could be low quite easily, as the air
can be conducted with low velocity. The aim of further
research on built-in radiators therefore, will be to es-
tablish the causes of the additional drag and find ways to
avoid them.
2. Comparison of Minimum Drag with Actual Drag of
Radiators Mounted on Aircraft
With a view to attesting the practicability of the
oltained relations and a survey for differen% radiator
mounting systems, of the ratio of the minimum radiator
drag in actual airplanes, the radiator drag was determined
on an airplane having the following data (additional drag
due to separation of flow, boundary-layer effect, mixing
of air, etc., disregarded) :
Horsepower Ii = 2X 1,000 hp.
Speed at 4,000 m /2,: v = 470 km/h .>-”- ~~~’ ‘-
Heat to be removed in
radiator Q= 2 x 320,000 kcal/h
‘:.
I?rontal area. of radiator
‘K = 2’ x 0.2’7 m2 .,<$/..,’.;“,,
Temperature difference
between ra?.iator wall
and incoming air (high-
temperature liquid
cooling), Tw - T1 = 115° C.
Assuming a core with
~th = 0.70 thermodynamic effi-
ciency, which is equivalent to optimum, the flow coeffi-
cient ~ae~ follows from the heat removal at
.
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m “9--——-.—— -——.———aeT =
Cp (y Fk V) Vth (~y - ‘,)
., ..,.
The calculation Was made once with
No.. .89,6 39’
= 0.159
an ideal core (c~k ,=
2.3; single-tube curve, fig. 2): and then with a core of
present-day efficiency (cwk = 6.0; f = 0..75) to bring out
the effect of the core. The pressure drop was assumed to
he more than twice as high in respect to the ideal core.
The radiat(jrs are sIung as belly radiators under the en-
gine nacelles. Then the outside area of the bellY radia-
tor is that additionally needed hy the radiator - i.e.,
essentially only the two side walls of the radiator ducts,
including the radiator step; in this case, 1.4 m2 per radi-
ator (table 11),
The minimum drag of the belly radiator is greatly 10W-
ered by the heating” so ‘that with the ideal core a sli’ght
forward speed occurs and on, the core of present-day effi-
ciency, only a disappearingly, smalZ drag remains. Since
the radiators in actual airplanes manifest average drag Co-
efficients of’ between Cw = 0.5 and 0.2 in high-speed
flight, all the computed drag components are of a 10-
percent lower order of magnitude.
The causes of higher drag of real radiators over the
computed minimum values have been previously discussed.
Consequently, if the aim to build in a radiator without
creating additional drag succeeds, it will practically
elirniqate the total radiator drag - which, in high-speed
flight is equivalent to a saving of from 5 to 10 percent
in the total driving power of the airplane.
With the freely exposed radiator, of course, addi-
tional drag is comparatively easy to avoid, as shown in
the wind-tunnel tests (figs. 13 to 16)., But this saving
in drag is partially neutralized again hy the drag of the
larger outside areas. The drag coefficients for the free-
ly exposed radiator With circular section (same frontal
area as the belly radiator) are given in table III.
In spite of the greater surfaces, the freely exposed
radiator is, a,t present,
belly radiator..
substantially superior to the
The best drag coefficients obtained up to
now with belly radiators arO still about twice as high as
the figures for the freely exposed type computed in table
III which, without appreciable additions, are equivalent
.-
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to the experimentally obtained figures (13 to 16).
TABLE III
Division of Minimum Radiator Drag on “the Zxemplary Airplane
at high speed (freely exposed jet-type radiator)
———.—..——.————.
Cores
—-.—————————————.
Ideal core cwk=
~.3; ~th=O.70
Modern quality
core Cwk=6.0;
qt~=o.70
——.————————————
.————————_——————————..-- ———————————————————-
Coefficient of drag compon- Total drag
ents
—————.
cool--
ing
dra~
0.0093
0.0242
(referred to
————
i
——————-
Inter- Skin
nal fric-
frfc- tion
tion
———— -— —— —-
0.0004 0.0892
1“0.0004 0.0892—————— —————.
~k ) coefficient
Heating
ACw
———————-
-0.0392
-0.0333
Cold
Cw
————
0.099
0.114
-—..———
———_——
Zeated
Cw
T
.——————
0.060
0.081
-——————
In loth radiator installations, whether belly- or
freely exposed type, the aerodynamic efficiency of the
core is comparatively unimportant and subordinate to the
pro%lem of proper radiator installation.
The heating effect on the minimum drag of radiators
is noteworthy; although by the usual installation efficien-
cy of belly radiators, at the present time the be?ting ef-
fect is only at a%out 10 percent lower drag than the un-
heated radiator (high-temperature liquid-cooling).
Translation by J. ~anier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Table 1. Examined cooling systems.
—
No.
—
-. .,.,
—
1
2
3
8
L06
L07
5
6
9
10
Identification
—..,., ,..
NHF”
Flat,tube
8x2
Jfa-gills
m-
Hexagon tube
?/8
Hu
Special tube
9x3
Lorenz 6; 7
SKF-Behr-
finned tube
226
SKF-Behr-
finned tube
240
m
High perform-
ance radiatol
(h = 2.7)
Hu-
High perform
ante radiate]
I (h = 2.3)
F = free
tection
ratio
0.69”
0.69
0.725
0.76
0.78
0.80
0.83
0.75
0.74
!emt
~oints
v 16m/s 28m/s
~ ?.33 6.87
~ l 6% l =6
-=-i ~igure .6..-.~.flat tube.radiator
8x2x300 mm: free
O section ratio f =0.69.
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‘Figure 7.- Computed rise in pressure
drop due to heating of
core compared to Aachen test values.
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~ ~(wreauof Standards); free
section ratio f= 0.611.
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Figure 10.- Deflection of streamlines Figure 11.- Streamline pattern for
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through the diffuser. two narrow diffusers.
Cortiparisonof computed (solid curve) and observed values at
AachenAO Ox. (v1 = flow velocity through core, V. = *elocitY
for upstream from radiator, cwk = Pressure drop coefficient
of unheated core).
Figure 12.- Flow coefficient~ae = V1/Vo of freely exposed
radiators against core permeability.
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Figure 17.-Notation for interior surfaces of diffuser.
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Figure 18a.- Chart defining influence quantity~ ; larga
!temperature range (hot and cold rad ator
adjusted to equal airflow ~ae).
./’ Figure 18b.- Chart defining influence q_tity~T; SIMII.
temperature range (hot and cold radiator
adjusted to equal airflow ~ae).
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Figure 19.- Change in radiator
dragAcw due to
heating for eq~lqae in heated
and unheated stage.
ACW >0 s drag increase due to
heating, Cwk = drag coefficient
of unheated core,qae = vl/vo =
flow coefficient.
00 Aachen test data
Computed according to
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Figure 20.. Change in r&diator
drag coefficients
due to heating (diffuser and
nozzle at same setting cold and
heated).
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Figure 21.. Nondimensioned drag
of radiators without
nozzle (Weise, solid curve) com-
pared with approximations of
present report (dashed curve).
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cm = drag coefficients of heated radiator referred to frontal
arc of radiator.
- vl/vo =Tae - flow coefficient.
l?igures22and 23.. Tests on belly radiators in the big DVL wind
tunnel (Schlupp). Heated radiator into 57°C
temperature difference between cooling agent and incoming air.
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Cw =
llgure
drag coefficient of radiator referred to frontal &rea
of radiator.
vl/v& flow coefficient.
24. - Testo on belly radiators in the s-11 DVL tunnel,
(Zobel). Cold radiator.
